
HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J)2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

DISTRICT: Jorhat

IN THE COURT OF THE MUNSIFF NO.1 AT JORHAT

PRESENT: Sri Rupanta Charingia Phukan, AJS

       Wednesday,                             the 2nd day of May, 2018.

Title Suit No. 21/14

Rajen Bora .......................................PLAINTIFF

-Versus-

Upen Buragohain ...................... DEFENDANT

This suit coming on for final hearing on 23rd Day of March, 2018 in 

presence of:-

1. Sri Diganta Prassad Goswami ..................... Learned advocate for 

the plaintif

2.  Sri Anup kumar Dutta ................... Learned advocate for the 

defendants

and having stood for consideration to this 2nd day of May, 2018 the 

court delivered the following Judgment:-
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JUDGMENT

1. Here  is  the  suit  initiated  by  the  plaintif  for  declaration  and

permanent injunction. 
2. The facts as pleaded by the plaintif are encapsulated for the sake

of brevity. The facts as pleaded by plaintif is as follows:
3. Plaintiff’s case in brief:  The plaintif is a permanent resident of

Meleng  Modhupur  Gaon  under  Holongpara  Mouza  of  Maleng

grant, Jorhat and he is possessing plot of land measuring about 7

bighas 2 kotha 10 locha which is a ceiling surplus land having his

residence and tea plantation therein. The said land was inherited

by the plaintif from his deceased father late Krishna Borah. That

said ceiling surplus government land has been possessing by the

plaintif since the days of his father by paying due revenue to the

Government  in  the  form  of  “Bedakhali  Jorimona”  against  the

proper receipt. That as per the report of Circle Officer vide No.

TC2/2007/116 dated 12/02/14 out of the said total land of 7 bigha

2 kotha 10 lochas, 5 bighas of land falls under Dag No. 87 of 24

No.  Bedakhali  Jorimona land and 2 B 2 K 10 lochas  land falls

under Dag No. 85 and 24 No. Bedakhali Jorimona under Holong

Pora Mouza Meleng Grant under Teok Revenue Circle.  That the

said  land  measuring  7  bigha  2  katha  10  lochas  is  more  fully

described in the Schedule A of the plaint. That on the Northern

side  of  the  schedule  A  land,  the  residence  of  the  plaintif  is

situated.  Besides  the  tea  plantation  therein  are  some  other

plantations  including  beetle  nut,  sanchi,  banana,  etc.  over  the

plaintif's land near his residence. That on the southern side of

plaintif's  residence  over  the  remaining  schedule  A  land,

measuring about 4 B and over the land measuring 2B 2K 10 L

covered  by  Dag  No.  85  of  24  No.  Bedakhali  Jorimona  udner

Holong para Mouza Meleng Ghat plaintif has his tea plantation.

That the plaintif planted tea over a portion of the said schedule A

land  with  the  help  of  one  Sri  Dibyajyoti  Sarmah,  S/o  Sri

Khogendra Nath Sarmah of Ladoigarh Chariali in April, 2000. That
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being a disabled person it is difficult for plaintif to move from one

place to another as such Sri Dibyajyoti Sarmah helped plaintif at

the time of plantation under oral terms of sharing profit, by doing

the external work of the plantation such as making arrangement

for tea saplings, arrangement for labourers etc. That the said part

of schedule A land is fully described in the schedule below as

Schedule  B.  That  after  a  lapse  of  about  4  years  from  the

plantation  of  tea  over  schedule  B  land  suddenly  taking  that

advantage of illness, poverty and illiteracy of plaintif, defendant

with the help of Sri Dibyajyoti Sarmah tried to illegally posses the

tea  plantation  of  plaintif  over  the  schedule  B  land  by

dispossessing plaintif from his plantation. That defendant started

to apply force with the help of his workers, labour and employees

on the plaintif and started to illegally plucking tea leaves from

the said plantation of the plaintif. That on protest of the plaintif

to such act of the defendant, the defendant started to threaten

the plaintif of dire consequences and also started to the plaintif

that he has purchased the said plantation. That defendant started

to illegally trespass in the said plantation of the plaintif and used

to pluck tea leaves employing labours in absence of the plaintif

and his family members. That besides that, the defendant even

started to harass the plaintif by using his money power and link

with some so called powerful persons. That the plaintif further

begs to submit that a miscellaneous case vide No. Misc Case No.

64/2011  under  section  107/145  of  the  Cr.P.C.  initiated  on

3/01/2011 was pending in relation to the schedule B land at the

court of the Addl. D.M., Jorhat.  The case record remains laying

without any judicious order till 28/01/2014. That during this long

period  of  more  than  one  year  from 20/11/12  to  30/12/13  the

plaintif as well as his engaged lawyer visited number of times to

enquire  about  the  fate  of  the  case  and  next  date  but  the

concerned  dealing  assistant  failed  to  give  any  specific  reply

regarding the next date fixed. That suddenly it was informed to

the plaintif in mid part of February 2014 by the Teok O.P. that an

order has come to them to attach a portion of land of present

plaintif in relation to a Misc Case from the Ld.  Court  of  ADM,
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Jorhat and on enquiry the plaintif came to know about a order

dated 28/01/14 passed by the Addl. DM in violation of the natural

justice by attaching the schedule B land and part of the schedule

A  land  of  plaintif.  That  the  schedule  A  land  is  a  government

ceiling  surplus  land  and  plaintif  is  possessing  the  same  by

constructing  residential  house  and  planting  tea  and  various

plantation and paying the due revenue i.e. 'bedakhali Jorimona'

since  the  days  of  his  father.  That  in  the  above  facts  and

circumstance now the plaintif has strongly apprehend that the

defendant who neither have nay right what so ever nor any title

may  disturb  the  possession  of  the  plaintif  and  may  illegally

disposes him. Hence this suit.

4. Upon  issuance  of  summons  to  the  defendant,  the  defendant

appeared and contested the suit by filing written statement. 

5. Defendant’s case in brief: Defendant in his written statement

para wise denied the facts asserted in the plaint by the plaintif.

The plea of the defendant is that the plaintif himself sold out his

possessory right of the land of 5 bigha under Dag no. 82 list no.

24 to Ratul Sarmah, the elder brother of Sri Dibyajyoti Sarmah in

the  year  2001  and  accordingly  Dibyajyoti  Sarmah  waived  his

possessory right in favour of his brother Sri Ratul Sarmah due to

his  family  relation.  It  is  admitted  by  the  defendant  that  the

Schedule  A  land  is  a  government  land  but  it  is  denied  that

plaintif has plantation on the land and has possession thereon.

The  defendant  has  been  possessing  5  bighas  of  land  after

purchasing the same from Sri Ratul Sarmah since 2002 which is

not the suit land as scheduled. Therefore, the defendants have

prayed for dismissal of the suit with cost. 

6. Upon consideration of rival contentions of both the parties and

hearing both the sides the following issues were framed by the

court:

i. Whether plaintif has possessory right over schedule A land

against the defendant?

ii. Whether the defendant  time and again tried to trespass

into  the  suit  land  with  an  intention  to  dispossess  the

plaintif?
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iii. Whether plaintif is entitled to the decree as prayed for?

iv. To what relief/reliefs the plaintif is entitled to?

7. During  trial,  the  plaintif  submitted  affidavit  evidence  of  four

witnesses  and  the  defendant  filed  affidavit  evidence  of  four

witnesses.  Numbers of  documents have been produced by the

parties  in  order  to  substantiate  their  case.  I  have  heard  the

contentions and the submissions put forth by the learned counsel

for both sides.

8. On considering the pleadings of the plaintif, submissions made

by the learned counsel for the parties and also after delving into

oral as well as documentary evidences adduced by the parties my

findings on the issues and reasons are as follows:

DISCUSSION DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

9. Let me discuss the above issues on the basis of the evidence

available  on  record.  Issue  no.  (i)  whether  plaintif  has

possessory  right  over  the  Schedule  A  land  against  the

defendant? 

10.PW.1  Sri  Rajen  Borah  deposed  in  his  evidence  that  he  is

possessing  the  schedule  A  land  measuring  about  7  Bigha  2

Katha  10  lochas  which  is  a  ceiling  surplus  land.  He  has

residence and tea plantation therein. He has obtained the right

over the land by way of inheritance from his deceased father

late Krishna Borah. He has been possessing the said land since

the days  of  his  father  by  paying due revenue to  the  to  the

government in the form of “bedakhali jorimona” against proper

receipt. Exhibit 1(i) to exhibit 1(xi) are the revenue receipts. 

11.PW.1 further deposed that  as per the report  of  Circle Officer

vide No. TC2/2007/116 dated 12/02/14 out of the said total land

of 7 bigha 2 kotha 10 lochas, 5 bighas of land falls under Dag

No. 87 of 24 No. Bedakhali Jorimona land and 2 B 2 K 10 lochas

land falls  under  Dag  No.  85  and  24 No.  Bedakhali  Jorimona

under Holong Pora Mouza Meleng Grant under Teok Revenue

Circle. In the southern side of the Schedule A land under dag

no. 85 of 24 no. Bedakhali Jarimona land PW.1 has some tea

plantation which is described in the plaint as Schedule B land.
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Since PW.1 is physically disabled, he did tea cultivation with the

help of one Sri Dibyajyoti Sarmah. 

12.In his cross examination PW.1 deposed that he does not have

any certificate from the government regarding allotment of the

suit  property  in  his  favour.  The  suit  land  including  the  tea

garden was in possession of the plaintif/ PW.1 till attachment of

the same by the Government in the year 2012. PW.1 further

deposed  in  his  cross  examination  that  he  has  not  made

Government party to the suit. 

13.Pw.2 Sri Ajit Das deposed in his evidence that the suit land is in

possession  of  the  plaintif  since  the  days  of  his  father  late

Krishna Bora. The plaintif has been possessing the suit land by

way of inheritance. In his cross examination pw.2 deposed that

he knows the plaintif since 1953 and his father and plaintif’s

father got land in the Meleng grant as flood afected people.

There  is  no  change  in  the  location  of  the  residence  of  the

plaintif. The boundary of the plaintif’s residence comprises of

5 bighas of land and in the remaining 2 bighas of land plaintif

has  planted  tea cultivation  jointly  with  Sri  Dibyajyoti  Sarma.

Defendant being an agent collected green tea leaves from the

tea garden of the plaintif but when dispute regarding the suit

land broke out, the defendant stopped coming to collect green

tea leaves  from the suit  land.  On being  asked by  PW.2,  the

plaintif replied that the suit land was given to the defendant by

Sri  Dibyajyoti  Sarmah.  PW.2  does  not  know whether  plaintif

took money from the defendant or Dibyajyoti Sarma. 

14.Pw.3 Sri Jitu Das deposed in his evidence that the suit land is in

the  possession  of  the  plaintif  since  the  days  he  could

remember and in the southern part of the suit land plaintif did

tea cultivation with the help of one sri  Dibyajyoti  Sarma.  He

knows that Dibyajyoti Sarma tried to encroach the tea garden

over the suit land with the help of the defendant. In order to

grab the suit land the defendant lodged many criminal cases

against the plaintif. in his cross examination PW.3 deposed that

in the year 2001/2002 when Dibyajyoti Sarma tried to grab the
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tea garden from the plaintif then plaintif called a meeting in

the village. The matter was settled amicably in the meeting.

Dibyajyoti Sarma handed over the possession of the tea garden

to the defendant and after that Dibyajyoti Sarma has not come

to the suit land. The defendant employed his men to pluck tea

leaves from the garden of the suit property. On being objection

raised by the plaintif the defendant employed more labourer

and entered into  the  premises  of  the  plaintif  and cut  down

many banana trees. 

15.PW.4 Smti Rita moni Barman in her evidence deposed that she

is a member of an NGO namely Purva Bharti Educational Trust.

The  plaintif  and his  wife  informed them that  the  defendant

tried  to  illegally  grab  their  land.  PW.4  Submitted  an  RTI

application before the office of the circle officer. In reply to that

application for RTI it is reported that a land measuring 5 bigha

in Dag no. 87 and a land measuring 2 Bigha 10 lochas in Dag

no. 85 of 24 no. bedakhali jarimona belongs to the plaintif Sri

Rajen Bora. Exhibit 5 is the reply of the RTI submitted by the

office of the concerned circle officer. Exhibit 5 is not signed by

my learned predecessor and hence I put my signature in the

same  in  presence  of  the  learned  advocate  for  the  both  the

parties.  It  is  reported in Exhibit  5 that the plaintif has been

paying  land  revenue  for  the  above  land.  In  her  cross

examination  PW.4  denied  the  suggestion  that  she  was  not

authorised to submit RTI application for the plaintif. 

16.DW.1  Sri  Upen  Buragohain  deposed  that  he  purchased  the

possession of the plot of land measuring 5 bigha along with tea

saplings  growing  thereon  which  is  covered  by  Bedakhali

jorimona no. 24, Dag no.82 situated at Madhupur gaon under

Holongapar  Mouza  on  24.01.2002  from  Sri  Ratul  Sarma  by

executing  a  deed  of  agreement.  The  said  Ratul  sarma

purchased the possession of the suit land from the plaintif in

June  2001  and  entrusted  his  younger  brother  Sri  DibyaJyoti

Sarma for tea cultivation on his own investment. Photocopy of

the agreements  are  submitted  by the defendant  marking  as
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Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 respectively. After making full and final

payment to the seller  Sri  Ratul  Sarma the possession of  the

aforesaid landed property was handed over to the defendant on

24.01.2002. DW.1 further deposed that he has been paying the

land revenues to the Government regularly for the said landed

property  since  2002  till  date.  Exhibit  3,4,5,6,7,8,9  are  the

revenue receipts. 

17.In 2011 the plaintif and his family tried to encroach a part of

the said tea garden and involved in stealing green tea leaves

from his tea garden. DW.1 files a petition u/s 145 Cr P C before

the Learned District  Magistrate,  Jorhat on 15.02.2011 against

the  plaintif  which  is  still  pending.  An  information  regarding

possession  of  the  said  landed  property  was  sought  by  the

advocate for the defendant by filing petition under RTI Act on

20.03.2013 and in reply  to  the said petition the ADC, Jorhat

informed  that  the  said  land  is  under  the  possession  of  the

defendant. DW.1 has submitted the letter of ADC, Jorhat along

with the report of the Circle officer, Teok and marked as exhibit

11,12 and 13. 

18.In  his  cross  examination  DW.1  deposed  that  Exhibit  1  and

Exhibit 2 are the Xerox copies and they are not admissible in

evidence. The agreement on the basis of which the defendant

claims that he purchased the land that is not a sale deed but a

deed of agreement only. DW.1 further deposed that since he

has  not  purchased  the  suit  land,  he  can  not  claim  the  suit

property. It is not mentioned in the Exhibit 3,4,5,6,7 and 8 for

whose behalf the land revenue was paid but in exhibit no.9 it is

clearly mentioned  that the land revenue is paid for the plaintif.

it is also deposed by the DW.1 that exhibit 10 and exhibit 12 are

the Xerox copies and they are not admissible in evidence. 

19.DW.2 Sri Makhan Pathak, DW.3 Sri Jitu Bora deposed that in the

year  1999  Dibyajyoti  Sarma  engaged  labourers  in  the  suit

property for the purpose of doing tea cultivation. Plaintif and

his wife look after the said tea garden on the basis of monthly

wages. Sri  Ratul  Sarma, brother of Dibyajyoti Sarma sold the
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possession of the suit land to the defendant and defendant has

taken  possession  thereof.  Due  to  the  dispute  between  the

plaintif and defendant the suit land is laying unused as of now. 

20.In his cross examination DW.2 deposed that he knows that the

father of the plaintif got land in the Meleng Grant  from the

government and he has been possessing the said land for last

30 years.  One Sri  Dibyajyoti  Sarma encroached the suit land

and there is a tea garden of the plaintif. There is tea cultivation

of the plaintif over the suit land for last 15 years. DW.2 also

deposed that defendant has no right to purchase the suit land

from the plaintif. 

21.DW.3 in his cross examination deposed that he had seen an

agreement for sale between Ratul Sarma and the defendant but

he had not seen the final sale deed between them. 

22.On appreciating the evidence available on the record it is clear

that  the suit  land  is  a  government land.  Burden lies  on  the

plaintif to prove that he has possessory right over the suit land.

From  the  oral  and  documentary  evidence  it  is  proved  that

plaintif is in possession over the suit land till attachment by the

Government and he was regularly paying land revenue for the

same. Burden lies on the defendant that he has purchased the

suit  land  from  Sri  Ratul  Sarmah  and  said  Ratul  Sarmah

purchased that land from the plaintif. Defendant has failed to

prove the same as the Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 of the defendant

are the Xerox copies of deed of agreement and hence they are

not  admissible  in  evidence.  In  his  cross  examination  DW.1

deposed  that  since  he  has  not  purchased  the  suit  land,  he

cannot  claim the suit  property.  Exhibit  5 as exhibited by the

plaintif clearly shows that the possessory right over the suit

land still belongs to the plaintif.  Hence, the issue no.(i) as

formulated  above  is  answered  in  affirmative  and  is

decided in favour of the plaintiff.

23.Issue  No.(ii)  Whether  the  defendant  time  and  again  tried  to

trespass into the suit land with an intention to dispossess the
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plaintif?

24.PW.1 deposed that  defendant started to apply force with the

help of his workers, labourers and employees on the plaintif

and started  to  illegally  pluck tea leaves from his  plantation.

That  on  protest  of  the  PW.1/plaintif  to  such  act  of  the

defendant, the defendant started to threaten the plaintif/PW.1

of dire consequences and also stated to the plaintif that he has

purchased  the  said  plantation.  That  defendant  started  to

illegally trespass in the said plantation of the plaintif/PW.1 and

used to pluck tea leaves employing labours in absence of the

plaintif/PW1  and  his  family  members.  Besides  that  the

defendant  even  started  to  harass  the  plaintif  by  using  his

money power and link with some so called powerful persons.

PW.1 further begs to submit that a miscellaneous case vide No.

Misc  Case  No.  64/2011  under  section  107/145  of  the  Cr.P.C.

initiated on 3/01/2011 was pending in relation to the schedule B

land at  the  court  of  the  Addl.  D.M.,  Jorhat.  The  case  record

remain laying without any judicious order till 28/01/2014. That

during this long period of more than one year from 20/11/12 to

30/12/13 the plaintif/PW.1 as well as his engaged lawyer visited

number of times to enquire about the fate of the case and next

date  but  the  concerned  dealing  assistant  failed  to  give  any

specific reply regarding the next date fixed.  That suddenly it

was informed to the plaintif on mid part of February 2014 by

the Teok O.P. that a order has come to them to attach a portion

of land of present plaintif in relation to a Misc Case from the

Ld. Court of ADM, Jorhat and on enquiry the plaintif came to

know about a order dated 28/01/14 passed by the Addl. DM in

violation of the natural justice by attaching the schedule B land

and part of the schedule A land of plaintif. That the plaintif

already preferred a revision before the superior court against

the said impugned order and the same is pending for disposal. 

25.PW.1  further  deposed  that  defendant  lodged  a  false  case

against the false case against him and his family members vide

GR  case  no.  855/2011  and  learned  court  acquitted  them.

Exhibit 3 is the certified copy of the order dated 11.11.2013
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passes  in  GR  case  no.  855/2011.  On  20.09.2011  defendant

along with 14-15 of his employee entered in to the plantation of

the plaintif and tried to forcefully take possession of the suit

land by digging drain therein. The wife of the plaintif lodged an

FIR  to  the  police  about  the  said  incident  and  a  case  was

registered vide no. 1431/2011. The learned court convicted the

defendant  under  section  447/427  IPC  vide  judgment  dated

30.10.2012. Exhibit 4 is the certified copy of the order dated

30.10.2012 passes in said GR case no. 1431/11. 

Considering  the  above  all,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the

defendant time and again tried to trespass into the suit land

with an intention to dispossess the plaintif from the suit land

and  hence  the  issue  no.  (ii)  as  formulated  above  is

answered in affirmative.

26.Issue no. (iii) i.e. whether the plaintif is entitled to the decree

as prayed for? Issue no. (iv) To what relief/ reliefs the plaintif is

entitled to? 

27. Considering the discussion of  the issues above I  am of  the

opinion  that  plaintif  is  entitled  to  the  reliefs  as  prayed  for.

Plaintif is entitled to a decree for declaration and permanent

injunction. 

ORDER

28.In the result, the suit is decreed on contest with cost. Following

reliefs have been granted to the plaintif:

(i) It  is  hereby declared that  plaintif  has  possessory  right

over the Schedule A land against the defendant.

(ii) Plaintif  is  granted permanent  injunction  restraining the

defendant or his agent / employees from entering into the

Schedule  A  land  and  causing  disturbance/  nuisance  in

peaceful possession of the plaintif over Schedule A and B

land

(iii) Cost of the suit.

29. Prepare a decree accordingly within stipulated time. 
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30. The judgment is  delivered and pronounced by me in the open

court today.

31. The suit is disposed of on contest.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 2nd day of May,

2018.

 (SRI RUPANTA CHARINGIA PHUKAN)

             Munsif No.1, Jorhat

T.S. No- 21/2014 Dated:

02/05/2018

APPENDIX

I . Plaintiff’s Witness:
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PW1- Sri Rajen Bora

PW.2- Sri Ajit Das

PW.3- Sri Jitu Das

PW.4- Sri Smti Ritamoni Barman

II. Plaintiff’s Exhibits :

Exhibit.1(i) to 1(xi): Revenue payment receipt

Exhibit.2: Identity card

Exhibit.3: Copy of order dated 11.11.2013 

Exhibit.4:  Certified  copy  of  order  dated  30.102012  in  GR  case  no

1431/11

Exhibit.5: Report 

III. Defendant’s Witnesses:

DW.1: Sri Upen Buragohain

DW.2: Sri Makhan Pathak

DW.3: Sri Jitu Borah

IV. Defendant’s Exhibits:

Exhibit.1: Xerox copy of agreement (not admissible)

Exhibit.2: Xerox copy of agreement (not admissible)

Exhibit.3 to 9: Revenue payment receipt

Exhibit.10: Copy of petition (not admissible)

Exhibit.11: Letter 

Exhibit.12: Report of Circle Officer (not admissible)

Exhibit.13: Copy of RTI

Exhibit.14: Certified copy of Judgment 
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(SRI RUPANTA CHARINGIA PHUKAN)

Munsif no. 1, Jorhat
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